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had pointed out the place where the Cedeh hut lay on the far side of 
the Monte Confinale ridge (a Io,ooo ft. spur of Konigsspitze); in 
short, the site of the Milano hut in Val Zebru, at least 6 hou.rs distant. 
Pollinger had added that the path was excellent and became a kind of 
high road later on, that the hut was but an hour or so distant and that 
beer was provided therein. ' In any case the German will have to 
spend the night in the Stabilimento ; he will be pleased, the Wirt is 
pleased, we are pleased, but why did you pay for the Fuhrwerk ?, • • • 
V erdammter Dietscher.' 

For to my honour be it noted, I had paid for one carriage, both ways . 

• 

ON CAIRNS ., 

BY PETER LLOYD 
. 

AIRNS, and especially summit cairns, are dear to the heart of 
all mountaineers, and in these days when 2o,ooo ft. above sea 

~ level is so much more easily reached in an aeroplane than in a pair 
of climbing boots, when the moon seems much nearer than the Alps, it is 
good to think of them. It is true that to the climber the means are often 
more important than the end, that the summit, seldom the real climax 
of a difficult ascent, may be dim in the recollection of a climbing day, 
but for all of us there must be some mountain tops that are happily 
and vividly remembered, and in the pictures that ~e · conjure up the 
cairn must often be an essential element. It is true, too, that in these 
years it is not given to many climbers to build a cairn on the virgin 
summit they have just climbed, but in spite of this the cairn remains, 
as Kugy in his Alpine Pilgrimage reminds us, the embodiment of summit 
and of victory .1 And the symbolism, as we all vaguely realise, is 
much deeper than those words suggest,- for cairns and the ritual of 
cairn building reach back in every continent into man's prehistory; 
they are the first of man's monuments; tombs of forgotten warriors, 
altars of unknown gods, and potent with magic. 

How widespread is the habit of building cairns a moment's reflection 
will show. On our English, Welsh and Scottish hills they are an 
integral part of the mountain scene, and though often sadly neglected 
they have a rare beauty. I think especially of the Lakeland cairns, 
not only those on the grassy summits but those marking the paths 
over the hills, as the cairn on Looking Stead and Robinson's cairn on 
the High Level route to Pillar. I wonder how long the old summit 
cairns .have stood where they now stand, and how much the top of 
Helvellyn has changed in a thousand years. 

In the high Alps the summit cairn under ·the falsely suggestive name 
of ' Stoneman ' is almost as widespread as in England, though natu_rally 
much more recent than on the British hills. And the Alpine cairn 
seems_ indeed to be somewhat uncertain ·of itself, and is not infrequently 

1 Lo . . c;. cat., p. 19. 
.. 
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spoilt by over~laboration. · On many Swiss summits it is pressed 
into service as a triangulation point and has to sport a wooden ' flag ' ; 
on many mountains in all parts of the Alps the devout guides have 
planted, as on the .Matterhorn, their elaborate crosses or aluminium 
effigies. These rusty crosses there is a fresh one now on the Bietsch
horn must surely be admitted as misplaced emblems of piety. They 
are as foreigp. to the mountain scene as the wayside shrines of Tyrol . 
are natural to . the valley. On many Tyrolean summits the cairn has 
suffered another degeneration, becoming, as it were, a receptionist's 
desk with ·a ·zinc-cased visitors' book to receive the banal . comments 
of the tourists. But even so there are many cairns ·in the Alps that 
have come to be essential parts· of their mountains and have a firm root 
in Alpine history. The Pyramide Duhamel, for instance, may be 
disappointiJ?.g as a cairn, but it is a notable landmark none the less. 
And who can forget the dramatic story of Whymper's ascent of the 
Dent Blanche, and of how, approaching the summit in the hope of 
making ·the first ascent, he saw through the mist the outline of 
Kennedy' s cairn, built two years before, and at once ordered his party 
to the descent ? . 

In the Himalaya we are nearer to the primitive roots of the cairn-
building tradition, and as a .result the cairns are a more universal and 
significant part of the mountain landscape, and are more varied and 
imaginative in form. In comparison with the austere Lakeland cairn 
with its classical simplicity of style, the Himalayan cairn is Gothic, 
often of rare beauty, sometimes grotesque. All Himalayan travellers 
are familiar with the cairns built on the tops of passes, untidy affairs 
as a rule, heaps of stones often with improvised prayer flags flying 
from them, formed by the accumulation of the stones that each passing 
traveller adds. The ceremony of placing prayer flags or strips of rag 
on these cairns is described by various travellers. Colonel Wad dell, 
for instance, who was in Sikkim in I 898, writes of how his Bhotia 
servants, when they came to the cairns, put down their loads and 
tearing a f~w strips of rag from their dress tied them to a twig or stone 
which they planted on the cairn as an offering to the mountain spirit 
to which they cried out an invocation. Cairns accumulated in this 
way are of necessity formless heaps, but there are others built indi
vidually, either from religious motives, or as landmarks, or simply for 
fun ; it is these that show the Bhotias' skill in the strange art of stone 
posing. Every Himalayan traveller must have admired them. The 
loveliest cairns I can remember were near the Chorten Nyima Gompa 
on the Sikkimese border of Tibet in a side valley below the Chorten 
Nyima La. Here Odell and I, looking for the route to the pass, came 
upon the ~trange sight of a :whole stretch of hillside covered with little 
cairns. 2 It was a barren spot and this strange crop of stones gave us 

2 Mrs. David-Neel, who crossed the Nago La into this district in 1914, refers. 
to similar cairns, said to be common here, to which she gives the name Chod do 
(stone offerings) . · They are said to be erected by pious pilgrims to honour 
Padmasambhava, the apostle o~. Tiqet,. and to ·be indestructible. (Alexandra 
David-Neel, With Mystics and Magicians in Tibet.) 
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to think of. how J ason sowed the dragon's teeth in the field of Ares. 
These cairns did us some disservice, for we found it impossible to 
pass by a path so lavishly marked, and when we followed it we found 
that it led only to a hermit's cell. 

The story of the origin of cairns goes back too far into the realms 
of folklore, archreology, religion and magic to be int~rpreted by the 
casual enquirer. All I can do in broaching the subject is to indicate 
a few episodes in the story and to hope that it may some day be told 
more fully. 

The cairn is in essence a monument, the most primitive of all monu
ments, since it can be fashioned without tools and without the use of 
mortar, but though a well built cairn may last many decades its life 
is obviously limited unless it is continually rebuilt. And so, unlike 
primitive implements it does not survive for examination by the 
archreologist. 3 The true origins of cairns cannot therefore be known ; 
our first sources of information about them are written records, and 
these do not take us far enough back. We can, however, reach further 
into the past by examining contemporary records of the customs of 
primitive peoples in various parts of the world. If it is found that 
there are customs common to widely separated tribes in many 
continents, it is legitimate to infer that similar customs were probably 
current at the same stage of our own culture·. This is basically the 
method which Sir J ames Frazer developed to such an art in tracing 
the history of the priest kings of N emi. 

Written records, especially Gaelic, contain much concerning the 
use of cairns as tombstones, and in Scotland and Ireland the practice 
continued well into the Middle Ages. The cairn at the tomb of a 
dead chieftain was used as a scene of tribal meetings, and the in
auguration ·Of a new chieftain took place at the cairn of his predecessor. 
In the Highlands cairns used to be raised even in recent times at 
places where the coffin of a distinguished person was rested on the 
way to the churchyard. The idea of a cairn as a memorial is still 
instinctive with us.4 The best example perhaps is the Fell and Rock 
memorial on Great Gable, and what a perfect memorial it is. A truly 
built cairn is better to look at in an English countryside than any 
marble headstone, and perma~ent enough to outlast the memory of 
most of us. Other ancient records describe the use of cairns as 
boundary marks ; the best instance I have found is the covenant 
between Jacob and Laban: 

'And Jacob took a stone and set it up for a pillar. And Jacob said unto his 
brethren, Gather stones ; and they took stones, and made a heap : and they 
did eat there upon the heap. . . . And La ban said to J acob, Behold this heap, 
and behold this pillar, which I have cast betwixt me and thee. This heap be 
witness, and this pillar be witness, that I will not pass over this heap to thee, 

3 I use the word cairn in the simple mountaineering sense, not in the special
ised sense in which archreologists use it. 

4 Thus, a large cairn marks the burial ground of Alfred Drexel near the 
Rakhiot Glacier at the foot of Nanga Parbat. See Nanga Parbat Adventure, 
Plate 43· The cairn built in the Rongbuk valley in 1924, as a memorial to 
Mallory and Irvine and to the porters who had lost their lives on the mountain, 
provides ·another instance. EDITOR. · 
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and that thou shalt not pass over this heap a~d this pillar unto me, for harm.'
Genesis, Chapter 3 I ; see also Chapter 28, vv. x8, 22. 

But it is by examining the contemporary cairn building customs 
of primitive peoples the world over that we can approach more closely 
to the true beginning of the story of cairns. The records of these 
customs are abundant and varied, they come from every continent, 
and in the light of their evidence the practice of cairn building may 
well be called universal. Among jungle tribes to whom sticks are 
more ·accessible than stones, cairns are replaced by piles of sticks. 
Much evidence of the origins and meanings of cairn building ·rites 
has been collected and sifted by Sir James Frazer in his analysis of 
contagious magic, and most of the examples quoted below are drawn 
from The Golden Bough. 

One of the most widespread uses of cairns is for the marking of 
places of sinister association. Thus in parts of Ireland, France, Spain, 
Sweden, Germany, Morocco, Arabia and India the practice persists, 
or persisted until lately, of marking scenes of murder with a cairn, 
and in many cases it is part of the ritual that every passer by should 
add his stone to the cairn. Sir Francis Y ounghusband quotes a typical 
case from his celebrated Central Asian journey, how when his caravan 
was crossing the Gobi ~esert they passed cairns said to be the graves 
of travellers who had been killed by robbers, and how his men threw 
stones upon the place. In many places the graves of suicides are 
similarly marked out, and . in a part of Uganda the women make a 
practice of throwing sticks and bunches of grass on the graves not 
only of suicides but also of other persons of sinister repute such as 
those of light complexion, twins, and those who were born feet fore
most. There is an excellent example in the Alps of a cairn marking 
the scene of violent deaths on the Plan des Dames, near the Col du 
Bonhomme, where many years ago a great lady and her suite are said 
to have perished in a snowstorm. Here, too, tradition demanded 
that every passer by should add a stone to the pile. The same custom 
is described in Prosper Merimee's novel Colomba, the action of which 
takes place in Corsica. 5 He describes the visit of Colomba and her 
brother to the place where their father was murdered, marked by a 
wooden cross. At the foot of the cro~s there is a pile of branches, 
and before leaving Colomba breaks fresh branches and adds them to 
the pile. 

A similar custom is that reported in parts of Sweden of building 
cairns on scenes of clandestine or illicit love. In Borneo, too, 'liar's 
heaps ' are built by those who have suffered through malicious lying. 
Every passer by must add to such a heap lest he suffer from the curse 
which has been put upon the place. · Frazer's analysis which applies 
broadly to all these cases is that the contagion of misfortune associated 
with the place is diverted from the traveller to the stick or stone, so 
that when this has been cast away he is free to continue his journey 
• 1n peace . 

• 

6 I have to thank Mlle En gel for drawing .my attention to this . 
• 
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There are many examples also of cairns raised in honour of some 
saint or shrine or of the genius loci. So in Syria pious Moslems on 
first coming in sight of some holy place such as Hebron or the tomb 
of Moses used to make a small heap of stones or add to a heap already 
made, and in Morocco on the road from Casablanca to Azemmour 
at the point where the white city first comes into view there is said 
to be ' an enormous heap of stones, several hundreds of feet high 
and beyond it on both sides of the road a sort of avalanche of stones, 
either standing singly or arranged in little pyramids.' Every pious . 
Moslem whose eyes are gladdened by the sight of the sacred town adds 
his stone to one of the piles or builds one himself. Sometimes the 
throwing of stones on the cairn is accompanied by the presentation 
of offerings ; the cairn has become an altar. The practice in Sikkim, 
Bhutan and Tibet of placing prayer flags or strips of rag on cairns is 
an example, and in these countries too there are records of flour and 
wine being offered at cairns and of incense being burnt. Similar 
customs are recorded in Korea, Peru, Bolivia, Africa. Frazer rejects 
the idea that the stone thrown on the cairn by the passing traveller 
had its origins in the idea of sacrifice and suggests that a ceremony 
whose origins are magical may in time have a religious gloss or inter
pretation put upon it even by those who practise it. 

Most significant of all, however, from the mountaineer's standpoint, 
are the cairns which are found all the world over, notably in the Andes 
and Himalaya, but also in Korea, Kaffraria, Mexico and Melanesia, 
on passes and where the road crosses high ground. The custom is 
everywhere similar : at the ·appointed place the traveller picks up a 
stone or a stick and sometimes after spitting on it or touching his body 
with it, throws it on the cairn. He believes that in going through 
these movements he first transfers to the inanimate object the fatigue 
of his journeying and then discards it. In some instances the casting 
of the stone in the cairn is accompanied by the words ' There goes my 
fatigue ' or some similar formula. Frazer's summary is worth quoting 
in full: 

' From the primitive point of view nothing can be more natural 
than that the ·cairns or heaps of sticks and leaves to which the tired 
traveller adds his contribution should stand at the tops of passes and, 
in general~ at the highest points of the road. The wayfarer who has 
toiled, with aching limbs and throbbing temples, up a long and steep 
ascent, is aware of a sudden alleviation as soon as he has reached the 
summit, he feels as if a weight has been lifted from him, and to the 
savage, with his concrete mode of thought, it seems natural and easy 
to cast the weight from him in the shape of a stone or stick, or a bunch 
of leaves or gtass.' The explanation carries conviction, but it seems 
likely that in the Himalaya .the Bhotias who observe the custom may 
well be unconscious of these magical origins, and may put another 
interpretation upon it. T. G. Longstaff has suggested that the 
conscious motive behind the building of these cairns is the making 
of an offering to the genius loci. · 

The solitary example of the cairn on the Plan des Dames provides 
VOL. LIII. NO. CCLXV. 2 B 
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a slender link between the Alpine cairn and the background of con- . 
tagious magic which I have tried to outline ; there may well be other 
examples that have escaped my notice. Another link, unsubstantial 
but -significant, is the survival among European climbers of the legend 
that it · is lucky to add a stone to the summit cairn, while the practice 
of bringing back a stone from the summit of a newly won peak and 
planting it on the mantelpiece of the Alpine Club is an excellent 
example of homreopathic magic. 6 

But all this gives only half the answer to the question how the 
summit cairn became established as a convention-. If in a certain 
measure the summit cairn may derive from the cairn on the pass with 
its mag~cal origins, it must be more nearly related to the cairn as 
landmark or boundary stone. It is not easy to carry the argument 
further. On Alpine summits the habit of building a cairn as a mark 
of a first ascent goes back a long way but does not seem to have been 
taken for granted by the pioneers. Leslie Stephen describes the 
building of cairns on the three summits · of the Bietschhorn in I 8 59, 
and Kennedy built one on the Dent Blanche in 1862 as we know from 
Whymper's story. Tyndall, however, says nothing of having built 
a cairn on Monte Rosa, and on the W etterhorn Lauener and Bohren 
carried up their 20-30 lb. iron Flagge, while Almer of course had his_ 
fir tree. Tyndall, we may presume, was too occupied with his hypso
meter to give thought to other things, while the Grindelwald guides 
must have wanted to prove their ascent not only to later climbers but 
also to the whole of the village. So too Michel Croz, when in his 
triumph on the Matterhorn he used his shirt: as a flag. But the practice 
of carrying up flags and fir trees can never have appealed strongly 
even to the hardiest of guides, while leaving shirts on the summit must 
have had its disadvantages, and so, when mountaineering became 
established as a sport the rock cairn must soon have been accepted 
as the inevitable victory sign of the first ascent. 

WHYMPER AGAIN 
BY HERBERT E. COOKE 

T is sixty years since, in the year 188o, when the Alpine Club itself 
had but recently attained its majority, there appeared in the pages 
of the Boy's Own Paper, then in its infancy, a stirring article 

by Edward Whymper,. evidently drawn from Scrambles, describing 
his adventures in the Alps and the first tragedy of the Matterhorn, 
which had occurred only fifteen years previously. This made a great 
impression on its numberless boy readers. Doubtless many · climbers 
owe their first aspiration to this source, and as their pocket money 

6 In this connexion, one may recall the paper-weight which stood always on 
the study table of Pope Pius XI: a fragment of rock taken from the highest 
point reached on Mt. Everest in 1922. Also, in a somewhat different spirit, 
the brisk trade in ' actual summits ' of Aconcagna conducted, to his personal 
profit, by Matthias Zurbriggen at Mendoza and in Chile (A.J. so. 330 ).
EDITOR. 
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